ADAMS 2.3 - New Features
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this document is to inform the ADAMS User Community of the upcoming changes in Release 2.3 of ADAMS.

1.2 ADAMS 2.3 Overview

ADAMS 2.3 features the following enhancements:

- Supported browsers: see Section 2.1.
- Login process enhancements: see Section 2.2.
- Automatic Notifications for Whereabouts can now be turned off for non-RTP athletes: see Section 2.3.
- Automatic Notifications for DoUs can now be turned off: see Section 2.4.
- Automatic Notifications – other changes: see Section 2.5.
- New Quick Searches are being added for teams, test results and TUEs: see Section 2.6.
- Various enhancements are being made to searching and reporting through the ADAMS database – see Section 2.7.
- The Mission Order search has been enhanced, and team information can now be added to a Mission Order. See Section 2.8.
- A few changes were made to the Athlete Profile. See Section 2.9.
2 What’s New in ADAMS 2.3

2.1 Supported Browsers

ADAMS 2.3 is supported on the following browsers:

- Firefox Version 3.5 and 3.6
- Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 7 and 8

The Safari browser on Macintosh platforms is not supported in this version of ADAMS, although most of the issues encountered in the previous version for athlete users have been resolved for Safari Version 5. Should athletes encounter any technical issues while using ADAMS on a Macintosh computer, you may report it to the ADAMS Help Desk and indicate the platform used (operating system and browser versions).

2.2 Login Process

The login process has been improved to provide the user with more feedback messages when issues are encountered.

If you enter an incorrect username and password combination once or twice, ADAMS will display an error message:

After three unsuccessful attempts (when the user reaches the “temporary lock” state), a different message is displayed:
When the account is temporarily locked, ADAMS still does not accept a valid password. A temporary password can be requested through the **Forgot password** link, and used during that period.

It is no longer necessary to login again when a password is changed. ADAMS will simply acknowledge the successful password change with a temporary message under the **My zone** banner:

![My zone Banner]

Password changed! Next time, you must use the new password to login.

The **Logout** link on the taskbar has been made more visible.

---

### 2.3 Notifications – Whereabouts

Athlete agents are notified when the whereabouts are submitted or re-submitted, for an athlete that they represent.

Organization users can now disable whereabouts notifications for non-RTP athletes:

a. They can disable notifications for all athletes who are not in their:
   1. National,
   2. International or
   3. Other Registered Testing Pool.

b. In addition, they can also disable the whereabouts notifications for athletes who are in their Other RTP – the third category above – which leaves only whereabouts notifications regarding athletes in their
   1. National or
   2. International Registered Testing Pool.

To disable these whereabouts notifications, click your name on the ADAMS task bar to open your User Preferences, select the desired option and save:

![Whereabouts Submission]

- [ ] For all athletes, regardless of the RTP inclusion
- [x] For all athletes in my organization’s National / International and Other RTPs only
- [ ] For all athletes in my organization’s National / International RTPs only
By default, the user will receive the whereabouts submission notifications for all athletes, regardless of the RTP inclusion.

Finally, whereabouts update notifications are sent to users when an athlete modifies their whereabouts in the current quarter, when a test is planned. The “48-hours prior to a test” condition is no longer applicable in ADAMS 2.3. Possible recipients of these notifications include:
- the Testing Authority organization,
- the creator of the test, if different from the Testing Authority,
- the Sample Collection Authority, including the Doping Control Officer, and
- the Test Coordinator.

### 2.4 Notifications – Declaration of Use

Before ADAMS 2.3, DoU notifications were implicitly included in the TUE notifications. This is no longer the case. A new distinct notification type is created for DoU in ADAMS 2.3. Users who are assigned this DoU notification type will be notified whenever DoUs are declared, following current rules.

The existing TUE notification type will still apply to TUEs and ASTs: organization users who currently have this notification type in their profile will continue being notified whenever the status for TUEs and ASTs change, following current rules. Those users will also by default be assigned the new DoU notification type. If they do not wish to receive any notification for DoUs, they can ask their administrator to remove it from their profile.

### 2.5 Notifications – Other Changes

Other changes regarding notifications are being introduced in ADAMS 2.3:

- Automatic notifications and email alerts are received in the language of the recipient (as defined in their ADAMS user preferences).

- The email alert subject will include: the related module, the required action type, the sport/discipline of the record and the notification ID. For example: “ADAMS Notification: Whereabouts – SMS Received – Aquatics-Swimming - ID N-12345678”.

- Organization users who do not have access to a given athlete’s record will no longer receive notifications about this athlete.

- Older notifications (in the Received / Sent boxes in the Message Centre) will be automatically deleted on a daily basis for all users. The retention period is currently set to 6 weeks. Of the “Unread” received notifications, only the last 300 will be retained daily; the number of retained messages is effective as of the implementation date of ADAMS 2.3.
2.6 Quick Search

The Athlete Search area, in the upper-left corner of the ADAMS screen for organization users, is now called the “Quick Search” area. It still supports the search for athletes and non-athletes based on a variety of names and IDs. It also supports three new types of quick search: for teams, for test results and for TUEs.

![Quick Search Interface](image)

Users can still perform searches pertaining to the same information in ADAMS by using the Group Management option or the various reports available to them.

2.6.1 Quick Search for Team

Organization users with the team access can now perform a quick search by team. They can enter the partial or full team name in the search textbox, or simply leave it blank to retrieve all teams to which they have access. This type of search is not case-sensitive.

ADAMS returns the list of teams corresponding to the search criteria. Clicking the team link displays the Whereabouts Team / Group Management page for the selected team.

2.6.2 Quick Search for Test Results

Organization users with proper access (to DCF or test results) can search a specific test result based on a partial or full sample code, lab reference number, or Mission Order number. Only the results pertaining to the athletes they have access to will be returned. The search results will include the analytical results created by the labs; if no analytical result is available, the DCF will be returned.

*The term “Test Result” includes all generic references to lab and analytical results combined.*
2.6.3 Quick Search for TUEs

Organization users with TUE access can now perform a quick search by TUE number. They can enter the partial or full string of the TUE, AST or DoU ID number. Only the TUEs to which they have access will be returned.

The search results will display the TUE ID number and the athlete name it belongs to.

2.7 Searching and Reporting

Quick searches also feature a run a report option, in order to view all results with more flexibility:

- Quick searches for athlete or by team offer the option to view all results in the Athlete report.
- Quick search for non-athlete offers the option to view all results in the Non-athlete report.
- Quick search for TUE offers the option to view all results in the TUE report.
- Quick search for test results offers the option to view all results in the Sample Collection report.
- For the following specific pages and search functions, users will be redirected to a custom report listing all results:
  - Athlete users can now view all tests on the My Recent Tests page, by clicking the view all button.
  - For Admin users, the User Account Management page now allows to submit reports of active persons (organization users), athlete users, athlete agents and asthma doctors.

- Grid reports are now shown in an HTML table format, which allows to scroll while keeping the column names into view.
• Unlimited reporting will no longer be allowed for grid reports. It will however still be allowed for other formats of report.

• Several PDF forms have been modified:
  o Athlete User Account Form (the “Welcome Letter”)
  o Doping Control Form
  o Mission Order Form
  o Doping Control Authorization Form
  o Laboratory Analysis Request Form
  o Standard TUE Form
  o TUE Certificate of Approval Form
  o Analytic Lab Result Form

2.8 Mission Orders

• The Mission Order Management features new search criteria:

You can search the Mission Order by
  o The Mission Order number
  o The ADO reference number
  o Any word in the description field of the Mission Order
  o The competition category or
  o The competition city

• In addition, other search boxes allow you to filter mission orders by
  o Testing Authority,
  o Results Management Authority,
  o Test Coordinator and
o Country of Mission
  • It is now possible to add a team name for athletes in a Mission Order form.

2.9 Athlete Profile

  • The size of the picture in the athlete’s profile is now limited to 1 MB.
  • SMS: ADAMS now returns an acknowledgement (through an SMS message) to the athlete, whenever a Whereabouts update SMS message is received.
  • Furthermore, in order to comply with US SMS regulations, additional text is displayed on the athlete profile page whenever a US-based mobile phone number is registered.